
INSURANCE 
AND THE 
PANDEMIC –
WHAT YOU 
SHOULD 
KNOW

COVID-19



• Is COVID-19 Covered By My Business Insurance?

• Will My Business Interruption Coverage Respond?

• If My Employees Get COVID-19 Does My Workers Compensation Coverage Respond?

• Am I Liable When I Reopen My Business If A Customer Or Employee Catches COVID-19?



• Is COVID-19 Covered By My Business Insurance?

• The quick answer is most likely not.    Why Not?

Flu, viruses, communicable diseases are typically excluded

• The next question is usually, Can I buy insurance for COVID-19?
• No, not at this time.

• There has been discussion of the Federal Government “Back Stopping” Insurance 
Companies, but this didn’t gain much traction,

• In the future there is a possibility of a Government Backed Pool similar to Terrorism 
Coverage.  Prior to 9/11 there wasn’t such a coverage that an individual business could 
purchase



• Will My Business Interruption Coverage Respond?

• Business Interruption coverage is typically triggered under a commercial insurance 
policy when a covered risk / peril causes physical damage to the insured premises 
resulting in the need to shut down business operations.

• For example, if a fire damages a business and the business cannot operate during 
repairs, business interruption coverage would be available subject to the terms and 
limits in the policy.

• Some commercial policies provide Business Interruption coverage when a business is 
shut down due to an Order by a civil authority.

• However, the policy still typically requires a physical loss from a covered peril as the 
underlying cause of the business shut down to apply.



• If My Employees Get COVID-19 Does My Workers Compensation Coverage Respond?

• At this time, Workers Compensation carriers are handling coronavirus claims in the same manner 
as the standard flu. 

• Typically employees are entitled to benefits for “occupational diseases,” while “ordinary diseases 
of life” that the general public is equally exposed to are typically excluded. 

• This means that COVID-19 claims are non-compensable unless the claimant works in a 
vulnerable field such as healthcare and can prove the illness was contracted at work or while 
travelling for work. 

• As COVID-19 becomes more widespread, this burden of proof will become increasingly difficult.



• Am I Liable When I Reopen My Business If A Customer Or Employee Catches COVID-19?

• Maybe

• The coronavirus relief act passed by Congress last month waives or limits liability for “volunteer 
health-care providers, as well as those providing “pandemic countermeasures.” But how do 
businesses and other institutions fit into this picture?

• If employers are waived of liability altogether, they might not take enough precautions, such as 
introducing more social distancing in the workplace or providing more soap in the restrooms. 
Yet putting all the liability on employers doesn’t make sense either.

• We need to see what else Congress passes, if anything regarding lability limits.

https://www.bakerdonelson.com/health-care-provider-liability-during-the-covid-19-pandemic-ways-to-ensure-protection


• General Liability Insurance

• Your GL policy addresses the risk that others (but not your employees) bring suit or file 
certain claims against you seeking damages for which they allege you are legally liable.

• The GL policy is generally intended to pay covered damages up to a stated limit of liability. 
If suit is filed, and what is alleged is within the scope of coverage (not excluded), many GL 
policies may also pay reasonable and necessary defense costs in addition to the stated 
policy limits. 

• Do any exclusions put the loss outside the scope of coverage?

• Communicable disease exclusions. A GL exclusion for communicable diseases exists in the 
marketplace. The wording of these exclusions varies, with some focusing on bacterial 
disease and others viral infections. Depending on the wording, the exclusion may bar 
coverage for coronavirus claims.



Do any exclusions put the loss outside the scope of coverage?

• Organic pathogen/fungi/mold/mildew/yeast/microbe exclusions. While these exclusions 
are often referred to as “mold” exclusions, they sometimes can be applied more broadly. 
These types of exclusions often exclude fungus, mold, mildew and yeast.

• Pollution exclusions. Policyholders would take the position that COVID-19 is not a pollutant 
because it occurs in nature and not as a consequence of traditional environmental 
pollution. 

• “Expected or intended” exclusions. For a claimant to establish liability, it might require an 
unusual set of facts that allege egregious behavior on the part of the policyholder. In such 
case, an insurer might reference the GL policy exclusion for injury “expected or intended” 
from the standpoint of the insured. Insurers, however, typically have a high factual burden 
to meet in order to successfully apply this exclusion.

NOTE: Discuss your business insurance policies with your insurance professional.  
These slides reflect generalities of the industry and are not absolute.



Best Practice to Follow When You Open

• Follow government dictates regarding approval to reopen the business.

• Know and share with staff current safe operating guidelines established by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, your state 
department of labor or local authorities. These standards are commonly available.

• Establish uniform screening standards for employees arriving for work or during work hours 
as warranted. Temperature, symptom screening and asking the employee of any health 
symptoms is a minimum.

• Maintain uniform, easily accessible records of screening and any employee health incidents, 
the more detailed, the better. Having the records in digital format is ideal.



Best Practice to Follow When You Open

• Communicate standards as they change either from government or organization sources. 
Ensure uniform communication and keep records of those communications.

• Communicate any suspected cases to the local health department, log any guidance received, 
and confirm communication to the subject.

• Keep public notices of required customer and vendor behaviors up to date. Gently communicate 
to customers and vendors who may not be in compliance and record exception cases.

• Consider having a third-party expert assist with crafting a screening, communication and 
recordkeeping program.
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